Abstract. The longitudinal transverse bending of multilayer rods made of reinforced concrete of arbitrary cross-section is considered. It is assumed that the coefficients in the connection equation between stresses, strains and temperature are different in each layer. The achievement of maximum deformation of the permissible limit value at stretching or compression is accepted as the criterion of conditional limit state in the i-layer. The case of longitudinal-transverse bending of a hinged rod is considered as an example of this method of solution. The distribution of bending moments and longitudinal forces, displacements and deformations is determined.
Introduction
The active development of mass housing construction requires the expansion of the industrial nomenclature of building materials and structures, the use of new technologies in construction and the creation of new durable and economically effective building structures. Currently, reinforced concrete rod elements are the most effective elements of bearing structures for the frameworks of housing and industrial elements. Reinforced concrete, due to its physical and mechanical properties, durability and technical and economic efficiency of production and use of products from them, as well as the availability of sufficient raw materials for cement and concrete over the last decades and in the long term has been and will remain the basis of any construction project.
Significant improvement in the quality of concrete based products can be achieved by reinforcing with high-modulus and high-strength fibers of metal, polymer or stone (when creating the poly-reinforced structures), as well as using rubber and polymer concrete [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . An important problem in the design of such elements is economy of expense and cost of the materials. This circumstance causes the necessity of a unified approach to the calculation and analysis of the behavior of hybrid structures with different symmetric and asymmetric cross-section profiles and different reinforcement structures.
Methodology
The considered structures belong to the class of layered-fibrous rods with significantly different properties in the layers, which should be determined by special experiments and taken into account in the developed calculation method.
Eventually, such method should be sufficiently reliable, relatively simple and flexible to calculate a wide range of varying possibilities for the conditions of fastening, loading, structural forms of sections and reinforcement parameters. For structures operating under transverse bending conditions, the corresponding solutions were obtained in the works [1, 3, 4, 6, 7] . For conditions of longitudinal-transverse bending, there are no corresponding solutions.
We will take into account an important feature of concrete and reinforced concrete elements -significantly different regularities of deformation under conditions of stretching and compression in developing the design scheme. Concretes (reinforced and unreinforced) at stretching behave as linear-elastic, while at compression the diagrams show significant nonlinearity even at low loading levels. This fact should be taken into account, as in the considered structures the areas with various deformation laws are not known in advance and change during the loading of structures. Therefore, uniform rather simple approximations of deformation diagrams with different (by zones) coefficients are advisable to use in different cross-section zones for the construction of uniform resolving equations, as well as in works [1, 3] . Then the relationship between stresses i  , strains  and temperature T in the i-zone of the rod section
where 1i A , 2i A are experimentally found coefficients of materials of the i-layer (depending on the layer structure and properties of phase materials), i d are coefficients of thermal expansion. Later, for the simplicity of statement, we content ourselves with the case n=3.
Fig. 1. Cross-section of a multilayer beam
The loss of operational qualities of reinforced concrete structures, as noted in many experimental studies [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] is characterized by limit deformations *i   (under compression) and *i   (under tension). Their excess usually leads to intense fracture processes [11, 12] . Then, the achievement of maximum deformation of the limit permissible value under tension or compression is taken as a criterion of the conditional 
MATEC Web of Conferences
We choose the Cartesian coordinate system with the axis x directed along the axis of the rod with a definite reference to the cross section, the vertically upward axis z (the deflection axis) and with the beginning of coordinates at one of the ends of the rod.
To simplify the further obtained formulas, we assume that the structures of hybrid reinforced rods and the distribution of external loads and temperatures are coordinated, so that in deformation process the effects of twisting either do not occur at all, or they are so insignificant that they can be neglected. Then the arising stress fields j  will produce internal force factors 1 1 , ,
which must satisfy the equilibrium equations 2 2 , .
Here N is projection of the internal force vector on the axis x, Integrating equations (4), we obtain
.
In the case of statically determined rods, the values (0), (0),
from the equilibrium conditions of the extreme knots. For statically indefinable problems it will be necessary to make additional conditions of compatibility of deformations. Using the Kirchhoff classical kinematic hypotheses, for deformations we will have the expressions
where 0 0 , u w are components of the displacement vector of points of axial line of the rod.
Integrating the relations (7), we obtain 
where 
Results
We consider the case of longitudinal-transverse bending of a rod of length l (Figure 2 ) as an example of this method of solution. 
